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About This Game

Battle head-to-head for control of the galaxies in this frantic multiplayer action game straight out of a 1980s space anime! Blast
shots, dodge energy beams, and deflect projectiles as you race your tram into the opposing team's base! Grab the capsule to

capture the galaxy before your enemy captures theirs!

Test your skills with over 30 single player missions! Shoot targets, avoid projectiles, and race to the finish!

Features:
● 1 - 4 Players

● Fast-Paced Back-and-Forth Competitive Gameplay
● 8 Engaging Arenas

● Over 30 Challenging Single Player Missions

Indie Cade 2014 Official Selection
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Good but camera angles so bad and so booring. I was skeptical at first but decided to buy it anyway.
Really fun game and well worth it even at full price. There is a little bit of challenge so make sure you can handle it before you
buy.
The combat works sorta like Morrowind's where A & D are side swings and W & S are swinging straight down like you would
chop firewood.
Haven't tried multiplayer since none of my friends have it right now but I assume its just as good.
Despite it being early access its actually pretty solid unlike some other games... *cough* Fallout 76 *cough*

All in all if you have the spare money and like indies I highly recommend this.
Have fun!. PROS
+ Puzzles are unique and hard, but good hard.
+ Tight controls, even though it's kind of contradicts the skateboard thing.
+ Music is cool... Not amazing, bot doesn't get tiring.

CONS
- The graphics are rather lackluster.
- Sometimes a puzzle takes longer than it should - I figure out the solution, but I have to retry many times to position things
*just* right. However, this scenario is pretty uncommon.
- The story isn't that captivating, so you should probably be into playing the puzzles themselves.

Overall rating... 7/10. I have played for five hours and the game has crashed 17 times. I have windows 10 and this game is
unplayable. The parts I could play were fun though.. It's fun for a bit, but it doesn't have the depth to hold your attention. I
understand why the creators opted for local-only multiplayer, but I think it does the game a massive disservice. My friends and I
use games to stay connected since we don't have the time we used to to get together. When we do get together, things like this
are far down on the list of how we want to spend our time. Even as someone that followed this game during its development I
can't recommend it if it doesn't have an online multiplayer.. Maybe the best game I have ever played.. I backed this 3 years ago
for $25. Here we are, years later, it's $10 and still not remotely finished. Even if it was finished, it would be like The Sims: Mad
Max edition, but without the house building and cool cars.. It's a Interesting game with spaceships fighting with each other.

Graphics - 9/10 It's interesting
Technology - 8/10 It can be created on other engine, like unity. But you guys do a Good Job on java :D
Audio - 10/10 It's a excellent soundbank to the game (That Includes Musics).
Gameplay - 9.5/10 I saw this movements on CC (Celestial Command) on steam, and the combat mode is very funny and epic.

Suggestion:
Play this on exploration mode first.
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Great game from great devs!. A game for all ages to play. I especially found the in game guide/hints were very appropriate. The
story could have used some work,but the puzzles were very simple to figure out as long as you found all the keys. It was a good
6 hours. 7/10. The Idea of dying to complete levels seems innovating at first, but when there is no creativity in form of dying
then it's just a wasted potential. It means instead of reaching doors to proceed to next level, you should reach spikes!
- The UI is very confusing. There are 3 unnecessary Pop-Ups at the begining.
- Graphics is awful. The game claims that it has AA and other graphic options but they were just non-existant.
- The controller and mouse control system is disgusting! Go for the keyboard.
"Just don't bother yourself and pick a decent game!" - Me!. Very good game!
I created my community where tennis tournaments will be held! All who wish to participate, follow the link! Let's make this
game even more interesting!

https://aotennis-tournament.blogspot.com. I bought this game after it was recommended in a forum thread about the 3rd
Kingdom Rush game.

Needed almost 20 hours to finally beat the last stage and can say that it is a damn good Tower Defense game that does some
things even better than the KR games. There are more towers /tower variations as example.

Some stages seemed pretty hard but basically the players just have to figure out which towers work the best in specific
situations. You can't just deploy marines in every level, nope it needs a bit strategy and logic to beat all stages and "master"
them.

In short, if you like Tower Defense games that are not super easy, get it. And better grab the deluxe edition of you like video
game music. This one has some excellent tracks,. It is great to see 3 extremely popular characters to be released via DLC and
probably alot of people playing were panicing on how to unlock them if you didnt see the all them Sakuya fans heavy breathing.
I feel very neutral towards this dlc pack as 2\/3 characters here are game breaking it isn't negative but this can cause some
moments where the game can be very easy even on Lunatic

Neutral and why:
+\/- SUIKA HAS A HUUGE INVICIBILITY FRAME ON HER DASH this lets boss fights go from memorization to just dash
through attacks this can be a plus or and minus for some players
+\/- Koishi the stage breaking subconscience just spam space bar and left click to win
+\/- Sakuya high risk I need to wait 5 seconds for a new knife hero, you can get knives back from after they hit something and
drop from being thrown or, you can dash to regain a knife. The problem is you can be stuck in a position with no ammo on hand
to attack unless you micro manage every knife drop perfectly (switching characters will NOT allow her to regain knives over
time)

Con:
- no color swap ability

If you want a fresh breath of playing stages this pack can help you overcome certain challenges and hell even play as your
favorite character maybe!. So Im recommending this because its free - if it cost money I wouldnt. Its not a game, its a short VR
movie. Theres no interaction, and frankly even though you are strapped to a chair by a psychopathic robot with a scalpel its a bit
dull. I thoguht the short film was better, much more horrifying. But this is free, so what the heck!. Game Information

Ghost Files: The Face of Guilt Collector's Edition is an Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game that was developed by Brave Giant
Studio and published by Artifex Mundi.

Since this game is a collector's edition, it comes with extra features, that are not available in its' counterpart; the standard edition.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visual in the game is nicely done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio
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I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There are four different difficulty game modes to choose from: Casual; Advanced; Expert and Custom.

The notebook keeps tracks of progression in the game. Such as story events and clues.

There is an interactive map in the game. It allows the player to fast travel between each locations quickly without having the need to
constantly backtracking. It also indicates that there are variety of tasks that can be completed at various locations within the game.
The interactive map is not automatically given at the start of the game.

There is no padlock feature that is available to lock the inventory panel in place to make it stationary. The inventory panel is
stationary.

There are some interactive items in the game. Some of these interactive items may require extra components before they can be
interact with. All interactive items are marked with a symbol in one of the corners.

The forensic kit is used to help the player to examine collected evidences a bit more closely.

The elemental forge is only available when the player is in the astral plane. Each time the player is in the astra plane, the elemental
forge, needs to be found in the hidden object scenes. The elemental forge allows the player to combine two elements together. The
new element is then used to move barriers in the game.

The hidden object scenes consists of the following: Find "x" amount; Shadow items and Traditional word lists. Some of these hidden
object scenes may require little or no interaction. Most of the hidden object scenes can be replayed in the game's extra feature
section.

There is an optional mini-game: Monaco. It is only available during hidden object scenes.

The puzzles are fairly easy without having the need to skip any of them. Most of the puzzles can be replayed in the game's extra
feature section as well.

There are three sets of collectibles in the game: Photographs; Tarot Cards and Forensic Tools. They are scattered throughout the
game for the player to find.

There are twenty-two different achievements that can be unlocked from playing the game. Each of these achievements does come
with some requirements that needs to be completed before they can be unlocked.

Since this game is a collector's edition, there is a bonus chapter, but it can be access only after the main story is completed.

Miscellaneous

There are extra features in the game: Bonus Chapter; Bonus Hidden Object Scenes; Bonus Puzzles; Wallpapers; Soundtrack and
Concept Art. Most of these extra features can be access only after the entire game is completed.

There are five different trading cards to collect. The game only drop three of those trading cards. There are several ways to get the
rest of the trading cards: Purchased from the Steam's Community Market; Trade with friends; Booster Packs and its' Booster Pack
Creator.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. A slow moving RTS that encourages digging in. It is fun but the walls will often not
want to attach to your towers. Then you have to leave a hole, which is unacceptable, or build another tower between and hope it
works next time. This can force you to making arcing walls that you just wanted to have straight, pulling your walls away from
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your defenses. A game based on building walls shouldn't have this issue. Worse than that is the fact that the game crashes for me.
Usually after playing a mission for about an hour. Hard to play a game that can scew you at any moment and force you to restart
the mission. Not restarting the mission.. GTA V: I sleep
VCB: REAL SHEET
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